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About This Game

This Game Attempts a lot of Next - Gen Features for VR. Check Minimum required PC specs.

Feed Eve is a horror/action VR game for the HTC Vive and Oculus Rift. The Early Access version includes 5 maps and two
different game modes. On every map you are required to survive hellish waves of zombies to rank up your score, which will

help you buy different weapons or doors to progress to the next map.
Maps have a range of different weaponry, up to 10 in certain maps.

- Manage your points wisely between buying weapons and escaping hellish scenarios.
- Utilize a vast array of weaponry to find your perfect fit.

- Desecrate realistic zombies in ultra realistic environments.

It's Feed Eve!
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Title: Feed Eve
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie, Simulation, Strategy, Early Access
Developer:
Hashem Amir
Publisher:
Womb Technology
Release Date: 9 Feb, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7, Windows 8, Windows 10

Processor: Intel i5-4590 equivalent or greater

Memory: 8 GB RAM

Graphics: GTX 980 / Amd Equivalent

Storage: 10 GB available space

English
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feed every watering in coco. feed everyone loblaw. feed events. feed every 4 hours. feed homeless christmas eve. christmas eve
feed homeless. hollywood feed christmas eve hours. eve kill feed. feed every 2 hours. buzzfeed killing eve. feed a crowd
christmas eve. feed every 3 hours. feed eve vr. new year's eve live feed. feed every watering. feed everything must go. feed
evergreens. what did eve feed adam

This game is in very early access state.
But developers do not seem to give up yet.
There is some progress but there are many bugs due to lack of experience and discipline.
Here is another review which describes better the state of the game:
https://steamcommunity.com/id/syndromeoktopus/recommended/794490/

Buy if you like testing and talking with developers.. This doesn't work on windows 10 at all. I put in time on FHM 2 and 4,
thought that waiting 3 months past the release that they would have 5 working well. I thought wrong, hard to believe these are
the same people behind OOTP Baseball. Interesting game it's like a old school platform of Kirby meets Zelda with a Mario spin,
perfect to play with kids or having a reminiscents of the old school games when you were a kid. Buggy piece
of\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665doesn't quite cover it.
The game music models and rendering is solid, but sometimes it lock up unpredictably or crashes all together, this is game
breaking sometimes during the fast paced running segments.
The game fails to break itself up sufficiently between the farming side and the military side i played for a solid hour just doing
the repetitive jumping puzzles because either the game lags and you find yourself trapped into an unwinable position,or it
completely crashes.
All i wanted to be doing was harvesting and planting my crops to gain coins to progress.
It then turns out at the end that you never even get to finish your farm.
once the military levels are complete the game deletes your save game and then returns you to the main menu.
2\/5 but only for the very limited farming side. It's fun for what it is. It's a cheap game that gave me 10+ hours of
entertainment.. I would recomend this game but theres a missing thing

The water is missing

But after all I would play for years and years
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Exactly what it says on the tin--move your dot from the start to the finish through various mazes.
Music is decent and laidback.
Controls are very odd..fast movement but using the cursor keys--making some turns can be difficult if you are aiming to beat a
given self-imposted time. To move to the next level required clicking the arrow with the mouse.

Easy completionist distraction with about 30 minutes--max--required to pass all levels.
There are trading cards so some additional harvesting time is required.

Nice little title when picked up on clearance in a bundle.. Great game. Great Graphics and a very chilling game.
I enjoyed it as long as I played it. very interesting first person detective story about a misterious isle where animals began to
disappear and then later people too. beautiful graphics and sounds, i just did not expect this quality of graphics for quite
moderate price;
pleasant gameplay where tips help a lot telling what you should do next.. I waited a long time before finally deciding to buy
this..here is my review:

PRO's:
*Unique and there is not another like it that I have seen. Graphics are old school BUT that is made up in many ways.

*Customers are unique and each have their own personality, and it's just awesome when some come in the store saying "grumple
grumple" and are in a bad mood..this makes it fun and adds it's own personal touch.

*Easy mode for those who do not like to be pressured with a time limit

*New items unlock as you play..as well as your choice of a new customer.

*Christmas theme update from the dev is nice, but I hope it gets replaces soon as it's getting old fast. But it's nice to see the
game still being updated

CON'S:

There aren't really too many..but there are some.

*No save function..there is a save\/load button but it only loads the last day you were playing, it will not save. And a few times it
has actually started my game over.

*Controls are not smooth. For a game that is in it's final phase I would think most bugs would be gone..however browsing the
forum to post about MY issue, I see nothing but error posts from other people. For example, picking up items sometimes takes a
few times before it actually works, same for dropping in the bag, sometimes it's annoying that it just falls on the counter when
you clearly had the bag open when you dropped it. Trying to put money into the register or handing the receipt to customers
most times takes a few tries..and it isn't that I am doing it wrong, because sometimes when handing the bag of groceries to
customer it completely gets stuck in mid air. This can be a huge issue when playing in normal mode and you're down to the last
5 seconds before the customer gets mad and you get a strike..after I think 5 strikes it's game over, period.

Overall the game is a nice one..and the dev is still updating it. I def reccomend this game 9\/10. Just wasn't my "cup of tea." :3
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